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Disclaimer: The contents of this whitepaper is provided for information purposes only and shall not in any
way constitute investment advice or a recommendation of any product discussed. Under no circumstances
are the whitepaper’s owner or owners responsible for any damages, including but not limited to, capital
loss, information loss and loss of benefits. Buy at your own risk. It is strongly recommended to consult a
financial adviser before making any investments. By buying Bull Shark, you accept that you are not buying
a share nor a safe investment and that the token and its owners do not necessarily have to offer any type
of support or service.

Introduction to Bull Shark
Bull shark was created by a team that has been
rugged far too many times and wants to change
the Binance Smart Chain paradigm for the better.
This being the case, the developers of this project
are sympathetic to the plight of both novice and
experienced DeFi investors alike: finding a stable
and reliable reward token that will incentivize long
term holding by providing stacking BNB rewards.
All too often, coins reward their holders in their
native token. This model only works while
operating under the assumption that the native
token will retain its value long term. By
guaranteeing hourly BNB rewards we have
ensured that the value of your reflections is stable
and not subject to change based on market
conditions.

The Value of Bull Shark and Its
Impact on DeFi
Bull Shark’s one-of-a-kind contract is one of the
first steps in revolutionizing the standards for
BNB based reward tokens. By guaranteeing
hourly payouts, our project capitalizes on the
speed and precision of the blockchain to our
holder’s advantage.
Many crypto investors are tired of tokens that
claim to pay out “hourly” rewards while paying
out little to nothing when volume decreases.
This has led to a growing distrust of reward
tokens
Soon, guaranteed hourly payouts will become
the baseline for Binance based reward tokens.

Technical Details and
Tokenomics
Transaction taxes are as follows:
2% immediately burned
3% added to liquidity pool
10% redistributed as rewards to holders

The Bull Shark contract is unique in that it utilizes the
first ever automatic payout system that has a
dedicated gas fee wallet. The wallet will automatically
be filled monthly with earnings from reflections to
match current holders and projected monthly trading
volume. This allows for hourly payout without the
usual delay required to accumulate gas fees.

Contact Information
Website: www.bullsharkbnb.com
Telegram: https://t.me/bullsharkbnb
Twitter: twitter.com/bullsharkbnb

